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Colombia's largest rebel group, the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC), refused
to attend a meeting in Costa Rica hosted by nongovernmental organizations (see other article this
edition). At the same time, the FARC engaged paramilitary units and the army in the bloodiest
fighting in months. Although fighting continues, the rebels and the government have agreed to
return to the negotiating table.
The clashes between the FARC and the paramilitaries of the Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia
(AUC) erupted Sept. 12, when AUC forces arrived in the town of La Dorada in southern Putumayo
department. The paramilitaries "gathered the residents in the central plaza and announced that
they had come to get rid of the guerrillas" and take control of the region, said a villager on a national
radio broadcast. Then the battles between the AUC and the rebels began.
The FARC, Latin America's largest guerrilla group and a dominant force in Putumayo, Colombia's
major coca-producing area, moved to drive out the paramilitary fighters. The AUC has been
increasing its presence in some of Putumayo's major towns since 1998. The FARC's response was an
"armed work stoppage," which limited the movement of residents in the region and impeded the
transport of food.
Putumayo Gov. Jorge Devia said the civilian population was "besieged and isolated" because the
guerrillas had blocked access to the department capital Mocoa from the neighboring departments of
Narino to the southwest and Huila to the north, while the paramilitaries had blocked all traffic from
the south. Unconfirmed media reports said about 100 people had been killed and 600 had fled their
homes in the region.

Government initiates air lift
On Oct. 5, as the situation in Putumayo was becoming increasingly critical, Interior Minister
Humberto de la Calle said the government would begin an air lift to get food, medicine, and other
emergency supplies to the affected population. He said that "the army will act against all groups
operating outside the law." The government airlifted 12 tons of food into Puerto Asis, a riverfront
town of 38,000 people. The military, which denies allegations of tolerance or support for the AUC,
also sent in about 500 soldiers to reinforce Putumayo's standing army of 1,500 troops.
De la Calle said security forces would concentrate on restoring access to roads and highways and
in providing emergency food to the people in the department. Puerto Asis Mayor Manuel Alzate
said the AUC was in de facto control of the town. "We're basically under siege here," Alzate said,
adding that the FARC ruled most rural villages under his jurisdiction and civilians were pawns in
the struggles between the warring factions.
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Although the army sent in reinforcements, Alzate said it had not tried to regain control of the
highways. "The government would have to station its troops every 50 meters along the highways,
and they lack the personnel to do that," said Alzate. "And even if they did, the rebels could creep
up and kill them." "The situation here is pretty screwed up," one international relief worker told
Reuters by phone from Puerto Asis on Oct. 11. "There's no gasoline, food is limited, and we can't
leave the downtown area."
The confrontations have caused more than 4,300 people to flee to Ecuador or cities such as Bogota,
Cali, and Pasto, said the government's Red de Solidaridad. Rebels warn US against involvement in
conflict The rebels are reportedly distributing pamphlets in Putumayo warning that "the worst is
yet to come," and vowing to maintain the blockade until Pastrana "dismantles his imperialist Plan
Colombia."
The rebels have warned US soldiers in Colombia that they will be declared "military targets" if they
take any front- line combat role in the war. "All Colombian or foreign military personnel in combat
zones will be a military target of the FARC," said the statement distributed by the FARC on the
Internet.
The US$1.3 billion US aid package approved by the US Congress in July allows the number of US
military advisers in Colombia to be doubled, to about 500 at any one time, to train special battalions
in fighting drugs, and indirectly, guerrillas. But a clause in the measure allows the US president to
lift the cap for 90 days in the event of an "imminent involvement" of US forces in hostilities.

FARC also attacks in north
Meanwhile in the northern departments of Antioquia and Choco, in three days of heavy fighting
Oct. 17-20, the army suffered its most serious losses at the hands of the FARC since August 1998.
The battles left more than 60 military dead, and another 17 police officers were feared dead or
taken prisoner by the FARC. Twenty-two of the deaths occurred Oct. 19 when a Black Hawk combat
helicopter crashed into a mountain near Dabeiba in northwest Antioquia state while trying to
unload troops into battle.
The army initially said winds slammed the helicopter's tail into the ground, causing the crash. But
Army chief Jorge Mora later acknowledged that the helicopter had bullet holes and its pilot was
found with fatal gunshot wounds. US sources said three other helicopters on the same mission
returned to base riddled with bullet holes from FARC gunfire. Another Black Hawk sent to drive out
rebels who had bombed an oil pipeline in northeast Colombia had to turn back after rebel fire killed
a soldier aboard and wounded the pilot.

Government, FARC agree to meet
Peace talks between the FARC and the government have been stalled since Sept. 8 when Arnubio
Ramos, a member of the FARC who had been in prison, hijacked the commercial plane on which he
was being transported from the city of Bogota to Florencia to appear at a trial. He forced the pilot to
land inside the demilitarized zone in San Vicente de Caguan, and the FARC has refused to turn him
over to the government.
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On Oct. 17, government negotiator Juan Gabriel Uribe said negotiators for the government and
the FARC would meet the following day in the demilitarized zone to analyze how to get the stalled
peace talks back in gear (see NotiSur, 2000-07- 21). On Oct. 19, government peace commissioner
Camilo Gomez and FARC leader Joaquin Gomez announced an agreement after a three-hour
meeting in Los Pozos in the demilitarized area.
The two sides, represented by FARC leader Andres Paris, and Alberto Giraldo, archbishop of
Medellin, for the government, said they would present to the entire negotiating team in 30 days
their formula to resolve the problem of Ramos. That agreement will allow the rest of the negotiating
agenda to go forward, and the two groups will resume meeting Oct. 26.
Giraldo said after what happened in Dabeiba and Bagado in the north, as well as the continuing
"armed strike" in Putumayo, it was necessary to give the country some sign of hope. "The process
has been unblocked, and we hope to advance very rapidly in our search for agreements," said
Gomez. He said the Mesa Nacional de Dialogo y Negociacion had agreed to resume talks on the
common agenda. [Sources: Inter Press Service, 10/02/00, 10/11/00; Reuters, 10/11/00; CNN, 10/12/00;
Spanish news service EFE, 10/10/00, 10/17/00, 10/19/00; El Nuevo Herald (Miami), 10/20/00; The New
York Times, 10/01/00, 10/21/00; The Miami Herald, 10/11/00, 10/21/00; Notimex, 10/18/00, 10/21/00;
Associated Press, 10/09/00, 10/20/00, 10/23/00]
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